Abstract-Test
INTRODUCTION
Software is always modified partly for having a longer software lifetime in maintenance phase, and also need to be evolved during development phase in order to reach up to a better performance [1] . There is another cost to test modified or re-coded software. However, if test cases of original software could be reused in modified program testing, then that must be cost effective. The regression test is good at testing modified software for reusing test cases, and it is widely adopted in software development and maintenance by industry [2] . Regression testing also has been extensively studied for new software developing methodology, for example, [3] has presented a framework and introduced many techniques to classing test cases according to the modifying of Control Flow Graph between original program and modified program, However, selecting reusing test case is expensive for computing modifying of CFG. [4] Presents domain based testing method to evaluate test cases reusability in aggression testing with input domain, which relies on software object modeling on three levels: Scripting, individual Manipulation of Object and Objective Attribute Value Section. Though it facilitates reusing of test case in regression testing, the selection of reusable test cases is a complicated and expensive job.
There are many criteria to evaluate the reusability of test, such as completeness, adequacy, or coverage of tests on source codes [5] . Modifying skills adopted in program also affect reusability of test case. When a test is started, tester hope knows reusability of test case according to an evaluating method of testing, and it need not compare program implementations. In this paper, we just focus on the relation among reusability of test case, rewriting pattern, and test coverage, and give a general evaluating method of test reusability with test coverage criteria. We summarize these skills into re-writing pattern, and consider the effect of them on test case reusability with test coverage. We have tested three experimental applications, and many rewriting pattern are adopted in each of application programs, and three modified program were created to verify certify effect between test case reusability and program rewriting pattern with different test coverage criteria.
The remainder of this paper has following organization. Section II mentions program modifying techniques, and their effect on test coverage. Section III presents the evaluation of test reusability. Section IV gives experiments to illustrate reusability among programs with test coverage criteria. Section V contains conclusions and future works.
II. BRANCH REWRITING PATTERN AND TEST COVERAGE CRITERIA
There are many researches focus on code modifying or branch reordering, such as, [6, 7] duplicates branch codes in conditional or unconditional branch to deduce the cost of compare and branch instructs that are executed; [8] adopted compilation tool to collect profile data for reordering sequences of condition branches of program for getting to performance specification. In real-time system, the original computations of a program could be replaced by variable or register before beginning a condition in order to avoid unnecessary computation that occurred in many branches of program [9] . Loop un-switching moves a condition branch with a loop invariable condition before the loop, and duplicates the loop in each of branches, and Loop unrolling duplicates the body of the loop when the number of loop iterations is known at the loop entering point [10] . For getting a tight codes size of embedded program, many conditions could be merging together by the means of eliminating logically redundant condition or avoiding more computation in condition comparing statement [11] . For shorting the frequent paths or critical paths operation, a decision is divided into more decisions, or a redundant decision is inserted to filter the key conditions [12] . In compiler optimizing, all rewriting program is equivalent to original program, however, we do not care at program semantic equivalence in this paper, and these skills are summarize into rewriting pattern in follow.
A. Merging
Merging Pattern is to attempt to merge a set of conditions together among frequently executed path or key path for the reason of reducing the cost of branches. Merged conditions may involve a single variable or multiple variables. A program is rewritten with Merging Pattern will change its control flow of program.
B. Splitting
Splitting of program restructuring is classified into interprocedural condition splitting and intra-procedural condition splitting. Inter-procedural condition splitting is based on procedure entry splitting and exit splitting. The entry splitting transformation creates multiple entries to a procedure, and exit splitting transformation creates several return points to meet the control flow of caller. In a large granularity of procedure in a program, the inter-procedural splitting can be considered as an intra-procedural splitting. Splitting pattern is to identify branches among a joint condition set, and a decision is divided into more than one decision in sequence.
C. Filtering
For reducing cost of condition in critical path, key path or frequently executive path, an additional decision may be inserted in the beginning of program control flow to short the compare computing in critical path, and executive critical path in advance. In frequently alternative system, it is important to filter out non-necessary input computing by adding a check decision in rewritten program.
D. Motion
To get faster processing and tighten codes in real-time embedded system, a block of branch codes may move totally, and the sequence of branches could change. If the variables of branches sequence contained in moved conditions are nonoverlapping ranges, motion of blocks is not affect other branches.
E. Loop Unrolling
All loop forms could transform into WHILE B do S. So loop unrolling consider WHILE loop should not cause any loss in generality. In WHILE loop pattern, more auxiliary decision need to be inserted in precondition. It will be shown as: While B and wp(S, wp(S, B)) S; S end; B do S. wp(S, B) is the weakest precondition of S with respect to post-condition B. When wp(S, B) is consider as post-condition, the WHILE loop could be unrolled further.
FOR loops is a common loop form which contain increment on step by step, and it can be transformed into equivalent loop consisting of multiple copies of the original loop body, and the increments are the same as the count of copies.
The unrolled loop should run faster because of reduction in loop overhead and shorter schedule in pipelined instruction scheduling. However, loop unrolling will create more branches.
F. Loop Unswitch
Loop unswitch is loop invariant motion that moves invariant computations in front of the loop, and duplicates the loops in each of all destinations of branches. Program is rewritten in loop unswitch could become longer and own more loops. If there is a loop with k unswitchable conditions, rewritten program could own with 2k duplicates of the loop.
G. Test Coverage
Test case generating can focus on covering paths or on the possible variation at each decision point. They constitute different kinds of test coverage. Test case reusability evaluating also need focus on the coverage criteria in program testing. Well-known types of testing coverage criteria have detailed in [13] . In this paper, we just focus on branch coverage, condition/decision coverage and modified condition/ decision coverage, and they are listed in table I. Some rewriting patterns, such as unswitch, merging, and motion, they just reorder sequences of conditions in original program, and they do not lead to increase new branches, and would owns effective reusability. However, others, such as filtering, splitting, and loop unrolling, they could increase new conditions in rewriting program, and there are more branches than in original program.
Observation 3.
Testing modified program reuse test cases collected from original program among test coverage criteria, the reusability of test-case-set collected with MCDC would less than with C/DC or branch coverage, and the reusability of testcase-set collected with C/DC would less than with branch coverage.
According the test coverage criteria's semantic in Table 1 . MC/DC implies satisfying C/DC, and C/DC implies satisfying branch coverage. However, Test case set collected with MC/DC is stricter more than with C/DC and branch coverage. In other hand, demand of MCDC is higher than C/DC and branch coverage. So it would not get a better usability with MC/DC test coverage criterion than C/DC test coverage criterion, and so does C/DC and branch coverage.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS
In experimental statistic, it is difficulty to analyze reusability of a test case to meet the test coverage situation in quantity. However we could analyze reusability of a test case set to meet the test coverage situation in quantity. It is the summation of reusability of all elements of test case set, denoted as S i = n j=0 (p ij ), which Shows a statistical characteristic among many test case sets, we could account as the number of test cases Num(i) which meet test case situation P i divided in the number of selected test case sets Num. So reusability of element of test case set in test coverage situation P i is S i =Num(i)/Num. The reusability of test case set is transfer into R=min m i=0 (S i ) =min m i=0 (Num(i)/Num). In this paper, we have done t experimental applications. Each program of applications was rewritten three times, and there are three new program versions be created. Test cased is intercrossed reusing among four programs and three test coverage criteria, branch coverage, C/DC, and MCDC, has been verified step by step. In each experience, 100 and 1000 test case sets are selected from original program to test modified program.
A. Application: Focallength
This is an optics application which calculates the focal length of a single lens based on 5 input variables: radius of two curves, refractive index, type of the lens, and the relative position of two curves which form the lens. It returns a double which is the focal length. The original program has 11 feasible paths. In program V1, filtering pattern is adopted, and a decision is added to check the input values, and the order in which these values checked are same as they appear in the original program, so it has smaller number of paths and decision points than V0. In program V2, filtering and motion patterns are adopted, a decision is added to check the input values, but the order in which these values checked different with they appear in the original program, so the number of paths in V2 is even smaller than in the V1. In program V3, rewriting is similar to V2, just some decisions to check input values are different from in ordering of V2, and it has the same number of paths, detail in Table III . The results of experimental are detailed in Table IV , V, VI, VII, VIII and IX. 
B. Application: Inequation
This is a numerical computing application program which attempts to solve an inequation which is one of the following forms: (1) aX2 + bX +c > 0, (2) aX2 + bX +c 0, (3) aX2 + bX +c < 0, and (4) aX2 + bX +c 0. It received four input values: a, b, c and an integer which specified the sign of the in-equation. The original program checks if the first three given parameter form a quadratic function. If they do not, it will apply the rule for the linear in-equation to solve the problem. If it detects that the left hand side is a valid quadratic function, the problem will be solved based on the knowledge about the relative between a parabola and the horizontal axis. In program V1, Filtering pattern is adopt to check out the illegal input, and throw an exception at the beginning of computing, and merging skill is adopted to eliminate unnecessary branches. In program V2, Filtering pattern is also adopted, and more and more decision and condition are merged together, decisions in the later of branch sequence are moved forward, additional branches are created to compare with V1, and less than program V0. In program V3, the rewriting is same as in program V2, and more decisions are merging together, and the program owns tighten codes and less branches, detailed in Table X This application experiment state that test case sets are more reusable in modified program owns fewer branches than in program owns more branches with branch coverage, such as merging and filtering, and test case sets are more reusable with branch coverage than with condition/decision coverage.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The reusability of test cases is affected by the rewriting skills and test coverage criteria which are adopted in rewriting and testing process of modified program. With branch coverage, if modifying patterns reduce branches in modified program, such as filtering, merging, and motion, test case sets are more reusable with branch test coverage; if modifying patterns create more branches in modified program, such as splitting, loop un-rolling and loop un-switch, test case sets are less reusable. In other hand, if rewriting patterns add more decision in modified program, it need more test cases to meet CDC and MCDC test criteria, and demand of MC/DC is higher than C/DC and branch coverage, so test case sets with CDC are less reusable than branch coverage, test case sets with MC/DC are less reusable than CDC and branch coverage. However, test case sets collected with MC/DC or CDC are slightly reusable than with Branch Coverage in testing with branch test coverage.
The reusability of test cases is affected by structure changing of program, we can get more detail information about test cases reusing according to the difference of program structure between original program and modified program. The follow works could focus on quantitatively analyzing the reusability of test cases set according to program data flow and control flow. Such as input domain, program state chart etc.
